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We extend global integrability theorems for the gradients of A-harmonic func-
tions to the exterior derivative of differential forms satisfying rather general
nonhomogeneous elliptic equations. These include the usual A-harmonic equa-
tions. Geometric conditions on the boundary of the domains of integration imply a
corresponding exponent of integrability. In the process we generalize the weak
reverse Holder inequality to such differential forms. Q 2000 Academic PressÈ
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1955 Walter Rudin proved the following result. See 12 .
THEOREM 1.1. There exists a Blaschke product on the unit disk D such
that
B9 z dx dy s ‘. .HH
D
Hence there are bounded harmonic functions on D whose gradients fail to
be L1-integrable.
If one carefully examines the proof of Theorem 1.1 one discovers in fact
that
y1
B9 z log 2 q B9 z dx dy s ‘. .  . . .HH
D
w xIn contrast, the following result, Theorem 1.2, appears in 6 .
First, we call u an A-harmonic function in V if u is in the Sobolev
1  .space W V and satisfiesp, loc
div A x , =u s 0 .
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in the distributional sense. Here and throughout this paper V ; R n is an
 .open set and A x, j satisfies boundedness and ellipticity conditions
determined by p ) 1. See Section 2.
THEOREM 1.2. If u is a bounded A-harmonic function in a ball B ; R n,
then
y1y«< < < <=u log 2 q =u - ‘ . .H
B
for all « ) 0.
On the other hand, for more general domains, we mention Theorem 1.3.
w x  .Theorem 1.3 follows from calculations in 1, p. 216 . Here loc Lip V ,k
 .0 - k F 1, are those functions in the usual Lipschitz space Lip B for anyk
ball B ; V. The Whitney cube number condition bounds the number of
Whitney cubes in V of a given size. See Section 2. The geometry of the
boundary of V determines the exponent l in this condition.
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that V satisfies a Whitney cube number condition
 .with exponent l - n. If u is A-harmonic in V and if u g loc Lip V ,k
0 - k F 1, then
< < q=u - ‘H
V
 .  .for q - n y l r 1 y k .
Our main result, Theorem 1.4, generalizes Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 simul-
n  .taneously to differential forms in R . The natural limit of loc Lip V ask
k “ 0 is the space BMO. In Theorem 1.2, boundedness of u can be
replaced by the BMO condition. Moreover, with the logarithmic term in
 .  .place we attain the endpoint n y l r 1 y k in Theorem 1.3. See Section
2 for the notation below. We show by examples that Theorem 1.4 gives the
correct integrability exponent in the regular case when l s n y 1.
1  .THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that the differential form v g W V, L satis-p, loc
 .fies 2.5 and V satisfies a Whitney cube number condition with exponent l,
0 F l - n.
 .If v g BMO V, L and if n y l F p, then
y1y«nyl< < < <dv log 2 q dv - ‘ . .H
V
for all « ) 0.
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 .  .  .If v g loc Lip V, L , and if n y l r 1 y k F p, thenk
y1y«nyl.r1yk .< < < <dv log 2 q dv - ‘ . .H
V
for all « ) 0.
 .  .The definitions of BMO V, L and loc Lip V, L are in Definition 2.2.k
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let V be the Cartesian product of the unit disk D with
 .  .  .n y 2 copies of 0, 1 , V s D = 0, 1 = ??? = 0, 1 . Define
 .  .  .  .U x , x , . . . , x s u x q ix where u s Re B z and B z is the1 2 n 1 2
Blaschke product in Theorem 1.1. Then U : V “ R is harmonic. Also V
satisfies a Whitney cube number condition with l s n y 1. In view of the
remark following Theorem 1.1,
y1< < < <=U log 2 q =U s ‘. . .H
V
 0.Furthermore since U is bounded, U g BMO V, L . Hence for l s n y 1
we must have « ) 0 in Theorem 1.4 in the BMO case.
1EXAMPLE 1.6. For each - k - 1 there is a quasiconformal mapping f2
of the complex plane C such that f is uniformly Holder continuous withÈ
exponent k and
f 9 x q iy . ky1< <F y
c
F c f 9 x q iy .
for some constant c and for all x q iy g C _ R. As such
 . y11r 1ykf 9 x q iy log 2 q f 9 x q iy dx dy s ‘. .  . . .HH
D
w xAn example is due to P. Koskela 7 , where the quasiconformal mapping
is an extension of a quasisymmetric mapping of the real line onto a van
Koch snowflake-type curve. Now since f is a quasiconformal mapping, the
 .  .components of f s f , f satisfy an equation of the form 2.5 . Further-1 2
 0.more f g loc Lip D, L for i s 1, 2. As such Theorem 1.4 states thati k
y1y«1r1yk .< < < <f 9 log 2 q f 9 - ‘ . .H
D
for all « ) 0.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let e , e , . . . , e denote the standard unit basis of R n. For l s 0, 1, . . . , n,1 2 n
the linear space of l-vectors, spanned by the exterior products e s e nI i1
 .e n ??? n e corresponding to all ordered l-tuples I s i , i , . . . , i , 1 Fi i 1 2 l2 l l l n. 0 1i - i - ??? - i F n, is denoted by L s L R . Thus, L s R and L s1 2 l
R n. The Grassman algebra L s [Ll is a graded algebra with respect to
the exterior product. For a s a Ie g L and b s b Ie g L, the innerI I
product in L is given by
 : I Ia , b s a b
 .with summation over all l-tuples I s i , . . . , i and all integers l s1 l
0, 1, . . . , n. We define the Hodge star operator w : L “ L by the rule
w1 s e n e n ??? n e1 2 n
and
 :a n wb s b n wa s a , b w1 .
for all a , b g Ll, l s 1, 2, . . . , n. The norm of a g L is then
< < 2  : 0a s a , a s w a n wa g L s R. .
The Hodge star is an isometric isomorphism on L with w : Ll “ Lny l and
 . lnyl . l lww y1 : L “ L .
Throughout this paper Q is a cube in V with diameter diam Q. We
q . qwrite L V, R , 0 - q F ‘, for the usual L space of real-valued functions
q .with respect to Lebesgue measure. The norm of f g L V, R is denoted
1rq
q
< <f s f x dx .q , V H /
V
for 0 - q - ‘. We also write
Lq V , R s lLq V9, R , .  .loc
where the intersection is over all V9 compactly contained in V. The
1 . q .Sobolev space W V, R is the subspace of L V, R whose distributionalq
q .first derivatives are also in L V, R . Similarly we have the local space
1  .W V, R .q, loc
A differential l-form v on V is a Schwartz distribution on V with
l n.  l.values in L R . We denote the space of differential l-forms by D9 V, L .
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q  l .  .  .We write L V , L for the l-forms v x s  v x dx sI I I
 . q .v x dx n dx n ??? n dx with v g L V, R for all orderedi i ? ? ? i i i i I1 2 l 1 2 lq l.l-tuples I. Thus L V, L is a Banach space with norm
1rq
q
< <v s v x dx .q , V H /
V
1rqqr2
2s v x dx . .H I / /V I
1 l.Similarly W V, L are those differential l-forms on V whose coefficientsq
1 . 1  . 1  l.are in W V, R . The notations W V, R and W V, L are self-ex-q q, loc q, loc
planatory. We denote the exterior derivative by
d : D9 V , Ll “ D9 V , Llq1 .  .
 .for l s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. Its formal adjoint the Hodge codifferential is the
operator
dw : D9 V , Llq1 “ D9 V , Ll .  .
given by
nlq1wd s y1 wdw .
 lq1.on D9 V, L , l s 0, 1, . . . , n. We require a version of the PoincareÂ
w xinequality for differential forms. The following result appears in 5 .
 l. q lq1.THEOREM 2.1. Let v g D9 Q, L be such that dv g L Q, L . Then
1 l.v y v is in W Q, L and with 1 - q - ‘,Q q
< < < <v y v F C n , q diam Q dv . .q , Q q , QQ
w xHere v is an appropriate closed l-form defined in 5 . When l s 0, vQ Q
is the average value of v over Q.
Next, using the above form v , we define the following spaces of forms.Q
w xSee 11 .
1  l.DEFINITION 2.2. Assume that v g L V, L , l s 0, 1, . . . , n. We writeloc
 l.v g BMO V, L if
< <y1 < <sup Q v y v - ‘ for some s ) 1. 2.3 .1, QQ
s Q;V
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 l.Similarly, we write v g loc Lip V, L , 0 - k F 1, ifk
< <y nqk .r n < <sup Q v y v - ‘ for some s ) 1. 2.4 .1, QQ
s Q;V
 .  .When v is a 0-form, 2.3 is the classical definition of BMO V which
 .turns out to be independent of s . The space BMO V, L s
n  l.  .[ BMO V, L has many similar properties to those of BMO V .ls0
 .A continuous 0-form which satisfies 2.4 is in the usual space
 . w x  . w xloc Lip V . This result is in 9 . The space loc Lip V was studied in 2 .k k
 .Again the condition 2.4 is independent of s .
We consider solutions to equations of the form
dwA x , dv s B x , dv . 2.5 .  .  .
l n. l n. l n. ly1 n.Here A : V = L R “ L R and B : V = L R “ L R are mea-
surable mappings which satisfy the assumptions
py1< <A x , j F a j .
py1< <B x , j F b j . 2.6 .
< < pA x , j ? j G j .
l n.for almost every x g V and all j g L R . Here a, b ) 0 are constants
 .and p, 1 - p - ‘, is a fixed exponent associated with 2.5 . The exponent
 .p is used for this purpose throughout this paper. A solution to 2.5 is an
1  ly1.element of the Sobolev space W V, L such thatp, loc
 :  :A x , dv , dw q B x , dv , w s 0 .  .H
V
1  ly1.  .for all w g W V, L with compact support. When B x, j ’ 0, suchp, loc
w xdifferential forms v are called A-harmonic tensors; see 4, 5, 15 .
0 .We write, for u g L R ,
q  4u s max u , 0
and
y  4u s min u , 0 .
Also
vqs vq dx I I
I
and
vys vy dx . I I
I
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 . ‘ .THEOREM 2.7. Let v be a solution to 2.5 and h g C V with h G 0.0
There exists a constant C, depending only on a, b, and p, such that
< q< p p < q< p < < p < q< p pdv h F C v =h q v h . 2.8 .H H H /
V V V
The same is true for vy.
Proof. Using the test form w s yvqh p and using the inequalities
 .2.6 we get
< q< p p < q< < < < q< py1 py1 < q< < q< py1 pdv h F C v =h dv h q C v dv h .H H H1 2
V V V
Using Holder's inequality, the above isÈ
 .1rp py1 rp
p p pq q p< < < < < <F C v =h dv hH H1  /  /
V V
 .1rp py1 rp
p pq p q p< < < <q C v h dv h .H H2  /  /
V V
The calculations for vy are similar.
 . ‘ .THEOREM 2.9. Let v be a solution to 2.5 in V and h g C V with0
h G 0. For each q G 0, there exists a constant C, depending only on a, b, p,
q, and n, such that
< q< q < q< p p < q< pqq < < p pv dv h F C v =h q h . 2.10 . .H H
V V
 . yInequality 2.10 holds also for v .
w xProof. The proof is the same as that of 11, Theorem 2.11 , but using
 .instead 2.8 .
 .THEOREM 2.11. Let v be a solution to 2.5 in V, s ) 1, and 0 - s, t -
‘. Then there exists a constant C, depending only on s, t, p, b, a , s , and n,
such that
< < < <  tys.r t s < <v F C Q v 2.12 .s , Q t , s Q
for all cubes Q with s Q ; V.
w xProof. This follows 3, Proof of Theorem 3.34 if one chooses the test
< <functions h so that h F C =h over each cube, for some constant C . See0 0
w x11 . This clearly can be done, for example, with a ``tent'' over each cube,
C< <while maintaining the inequality =h F .
s y 1 diam Q .
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 .THEOREM 2.13. Let v be a solution to 2.5 . The following are equi¤alent.
 .  .a v g BMO V, L .
 .  < <  pyn.r pn < < < 4b sup Q dv s Q ; V - ‘ for some s ) 1.p, Q
Similarly the following are equi¤alent.
 .  .c v g loc Lip V, L .k
 .  < <  pypkyn.r pn < < < 4d sup Q dv s Q ; V - ‘ for some s ) 1.p, Q
wProof. The proof of Theorem 2.13 is the same as 11, Proof of Theorem
x  .6.4 . One only needs the weak reverse Holder inequality 2.12 .È
w xAlso we make use of a Whitney decomposition W of V. See 14 . Our
Whitney decomposition here is a family of closed dyadic cubes with
disjoint interiors which satisfy
 .a V s D QQ g W
 .  .b diam Q F d Q, › V F 4 diam Q
1 .c diam Q F diam Q F 4 diam Q2 1 24
 .when Q l Q / B. Here d Q, › V is the Euclidean distance between Q1 2
and the boundary of V, › V.
 .DEFINITION 2.14. Here N j is the number of Whitney cubes with
sidelength 2yj.
We say that V satisfies a Whitney cube number condition with exponent
l if there is a constant M such that
N j F M2 l j. .
Balls and cubes satisfy a Whitney cube number condition with l s n y 1.
w xTo state a result in 10 , we define the l-dimensional Hausdorff type
premeasure obtained by covering a set E ; R n with balls of equal radii r,
k
l <H E, r s inf kr E ; B x , r . .  .Dl i 5
is1
 .  < < < 4Here B x , r s y x y y - r and the infimum is over all possible suchi i
covers.
LEMMA 2.15. Assume that V is bounded. If
lim sup H › V , r - ‘, .l
r“0
then V satisfies a Whitney cube number condition with exponent l.
w xLemma 2.15 appears as Lemma 3.9 in 10 .
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 .It turns out that John domains and hence bounded uniform domains
satisfy a Whitney cube number condition with an exponent l - n which
w xdepends only on the domain constants and the dimension; see 8, 10 . Also
w xwe have Theorem 2.16, which appears in 13, p. 123 . We call V, with
< < qV - ‘, an L -averaging domain if there exists a constant c, independent
q  .of u g L V , such thatloc
< <y1r q < < < <y1r q < <V u y u F c sup Q u y u .q , V q , QV Q
Q;V
< <y1 qHere u s V H u. John domains are L -averaging domains for allV V
w xq G 1. See 13 .
THEOREM 2.16. If V is an Lq-a¤eraging domain, q G 1, then
jq2yn jN j - ‘. 2.17 .  .
j
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
To prove Theorem 1.4 we first fix a Whitney cube Q ; V with sidej
length 2yj and define
1yk . jr2U s x g Q ‹ dv x G 2 . . 4j j
Then
y1y«nyl.r1yk .< < < <dv log 2 q dv . .H
Qj
y1y«nyl.r1yk .nyl. jr2< < < < < <F Q 2 q dv log 2 q dv . .Hj
Uj
yn j nyl. jr2 y1y« < < nyl.r1yk .F 2 2 q C n , l j dv . . H
Qj
Combining Holder's inequality with Theorem 2.13 we see that the above isÈ
y nql.r2 j y1y« < <1ynyl r nF 2 q Cj Qj
ynql.r2 j y1y« yl js 2 q Cj 2 .
 yj 4Next let R s Whitney cubes Q ; V with side length 2 . Thenj j
y1y«nyl.r1yk . ynql.r2 j y1y« yl j< < < <dv log 2 q dv F N j 2 q Cj 2 . 4 .  . .H
Rj
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Now if V satisfies a Whitney cube number condition with exponent l,
then
N j F M2 l j. .
Hence,
y1y«nyl.r1yk . ynyl.r2 j y1y«< < < <dv log 2 q dv F C 2 q j . 4 . .H
Rj
As such
y1y«nyl.r1yk .< < < <dv log 2 q dv . .H
V
‘
y1y«nyl.r1yk .< < < <s dv log 2 q dv - ‘. . . H
Rjjs0
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